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park west of Detroit, along with a paper mill in Gratiot, Michigan. On the face of it, the shutdown of these mills sounds like a bad thing. Michigan’s four paper mills are state-owned, and that means that costs are borne by tax-payers. Yes, they may provide jobs for local workers, but what
about the costs in terms of factory space that has to be abandoned, or other facilities and machines that have to be shut down? There is also no question that there will be an increase in unemployment rates. But there is a flip side. Michigan Paper has a new paper mill in Jackson, Michigan,

which is expected to begin production by the end of this year. The 10-year investment in that facility is expected to generate over $2 billion in revenue, and it appears that the New Boston facility will have a much shorter life. Some of this new paper production will go to fill the gap between
the end of the six-year Michigan Paper shutdown, and the Jackson Paper mill in production. Most of the paper that is now made in New Boston and Gratiot will be used by Michigan Paper to fill orders for the Jackson facility, and to be recycled into packaging. The analysis in the Detroit

News is that some 54,000 people will lose jobs in Michigan as a result of the New Boston and Gratiot closings. It appears that the loss of jobs in the Detroit area will be even higher.
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